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ABSTRACT
We introduce an annotated type system for a compiler inter-
mediate language. The type system is designed to support
inter-procedural register allocation and the representation of
tuples and variants directly in the register ¯le. We present
an algorithm that generates constraints for assigning anno-
tations, and prove its soundness with respect to the type
system.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors|compilers
General Terms
Languages, Reliability, Veri¯cation
Keywords
Type Systems, E®ects, Register Allocation, Defunctional-
ization, Certifying Compilers
1. INTRODUCTION
The di±culty of implementing higher-order programming
languages in a safe and e±cient way is well-known. The com-
bination of lexical scoping and function-values usually leads
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the compiler writer to represent functions as ¯rst-order clo-
sure data structures. These structures are usually stored in
the heap so closure creation and application are expensive
o®-chip operations. This problem is compounded by the fact
that such languages give rise to a programming style with
very heavy reliance on function application. Thus, the ex-
pensive record packing and unpacking operations tend to oc-
cur frequently and register context information is frequently
saved and restored around closure invocations.
Compiler writers naturally look to minimize these costs
by computing more e±cient function representations. But
this introduces additional complexity in the compiler and is
therefore more prone to error.
In this paper we introduce a type system that is designed
to support the safe and e±cient implementation of functions
in ML-like languages. The type system is an e®ect-based
system [13, 14] that supports inter-procedural register allo-
cation and representations of tuples and variants directly in
the register ¯le. Our application of type systems for this
purpose is closely related to the system developed by Johan
Agat in [2, 1]. See section 5 for a comparison.
We also present an algorithm for inferring storage anno-
tations. Our algorithm accepts as input a typed but unan-
notated program up that is
² monomorphized, that is function de¯nitions have been
copied so that each copy is invoked with one type only;
² defunctionalized, that is all functions are explicitly rep-
resented by closures;
² in named form, that is all intermediate results have been
explicitly named.
The algorithm then generates a typed program p that is
decorated with annotation variables, and a set of consistency
constraints.
A syntactic soundness theorem guarantees that if substi-
tution S satis¯es the constraints, then the annotated pro-
gram S(p) is well-annotated.
We must emphasize that in general, the generated con-
straint set will have many di®erent solutions. The mechan-
ics of constraint solving, how to choose an (almost) optimal
solution, and whether it can be done in a modular way, is
an area of immense theoretical as well as practical interest
of which our work so far has touched only the surface.
Semantic soundness of our type system is de¯ned with
respect to a deterministic, call-by-value abstract machine
for annotated programs. The abstract machine and the se-
mantic soundness result are developed in a working com-
panion paper and are not the main subject of this paper.Since it is important to understand the consequences of well-
typedness, we brie°y summarize the main results.
Annotated programs account for machine-level operations,
register moves, stores and loads, procedure calls and stack
management. Our annotated language is essentially a typed
assembly language [17]. The con¯gurations of the abstract
machine contain two kinds of information: one part stores
and retrieves values by means of registers and the heap,
whereas another part allows the values to be represented
directly. A consistent con¯guration is then one where the
two parts coincide. Our formulation of semantic soundness
then guarantees that a well-typed consistent con¯guration
is either in a ¯nal state, or it evolves into a new well-typed
consistent con¯guration. An important consequence is that
live registers are not overwritten, as doing so would destroy
consistency.
The performance bene¯ts of °attening are well-known in
the ML community [20, 15]. Flattening function-arguments
alone can lead to speed ups of 11% percent on average and
can reduce memory allocation by 30% on average ([15], p.
70). Our system generalizes argument-°attening by allow-
ing °attening of arbitrary tuples as well as variants. An
additional feature of the system is that it provides a type-
safe framework for implementing multiple-value returns [5].
Finally, our system postpones °attening decisions until the
back-end of the compiler when loop nesting-depth and life-
time information can be used in making °attening decisions.
1.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this paper are:
1. We present a type system that supports inter-procedural
allocation for virtual registers for ML-like programs with
°attening of tuples and variants. Our system supports a
caller-save calling protocol in which the set of registers
to be saved and restored around non-tail-recursive pro-
cedure call is customized for the context of the call. No
registers are saved before a tail-call.
The type system presented here has the property that
well-typedness ensures that live registers are not over-
written when a program is executed. This is a safety
property that is not guaranteed by the notion of type
safety developed in [17].
2. We present an algorithm that generates constraints for
allocation annotations. We show that the algorithm is
sound with respect to the type system. We conjecture
that for a well-typed program, the generated constraints
will always be solvable.
This paper does not show how to map from virtual regis-
ters to physical registers nor does it provide any empirical
analysis of heuristics that might be used to support such
a mapping. The system presented in this paper does not
provide any support for reclaiming heap space.
The system presented here is part of on-going work that
was developed as part of a larger e®ort undertaken in the
Church Project
1 to exploit types in the safe and e±cient
implementation of ML-like languages. We have completed a
prototype implementation of the translation and constraint
generation phase of the algorithm. We plan to experiment
with di®erent methods of dealing with spilling and with var-
ious °attening heuristics.
1http://types.bu.edu/
1.2 Outline of this Paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2 we present three example programs with annotations
that illustrate the properties of our type system. In Sect. 3
we present the type system. In Sect. 4 we present our type
inference algorithm and states its soundness. In Sect. 5 we
compare this system with others that have appeared in the
literature. In Sect. 6 we draw some conclusions and sketch
future work.
2. MOTIVATION
In this section we present some example programs to illus-
trate the properties of the system developed in this paper.
We use an ML-like syntax with some syntactic simpli¯ca-
tions.
2.1 Inter-procedural Register Allocation and
Constructor Flattening
The ¯rst example, shown in Fig. 1, illustrates the utility
of defunctionalization [18] for typed compilation [23, 8, 10]
and it illustrates potential savings to be realized from inter-
procedural allocation with °attening. Functions f and g °ow
to the same application site but they have di®erent sets of
free variables and thus they will have di®erent environment
types.
let val a = 2
val b = 3
fun f(x:int) = x + a * b
fun g(x:int) = x + b
in
(if test then f else g)(343)
end
Figure 1: A simple program fragment. Typed com-
pilation can be supported with sum types.
Figures 2 (a) and (b) contain two defunctionalized and
annotated versions of the code fragment in ¯gure 1. The
annotations on the record type t1 in the version in Fig. 2
(a) indicate that the ¯elds of a value of this type are stored
in the heap and its base address is in register r1. The H
annotation on the sum type t5 indicates that the injection
tag will be stored in the heap. The address of this tag will
be stored in r3. A well-formedness condition on annotated
types will require that the injected value is also stored in
the heap (and actually our abstract machine stores it at
the location following the tag). Thus, with these anno-
tations, injecting register-resident values of type t1 or t3
will entail a store operation. The function apply is of type:
t5 X int r4 ->{r5,r6,r7,r8,r9} int r5. It ¯nds its ¯rst
argument (an injected environment) in r3 and its second
argument in r4. It kills registers r5 through r9 and returns
its result in r5.
Figure 2 (b) shows an alternative annotation of the same
program. A value of type t1 isn't allocated in the heap but
instead, its ¯elds are stored in registers r1 and r2. Simi-
larly, the r3 annotation in type t3 indicates that the injec-
tion tag will be stored in r3. Well-formedness conditions
impose some restrictions on the injectants but note that
they are allowed to be fully inlined in the register ¯le. The
function apply is of type t3 X int r4 ->{r5,r6} int r5.let
type t1 = {a : int H, b : int H} r1
type t2 = {a : int H, b : int H} H
type t3 = {b : int H} r2
type t4 = {b : int H} H
type t5 = (t2 +H t4) r3
fun apply(h : t5, x : int r4) : int r5 =
case h of
r : t1 =>
let val a : int r6 = #a(r)
val b : int r7 = #b(r)
val c : int r8 = a * b
val d : int r5 = x + c
in d
end
r : t3 =>
let val b : int r9 = #b(r)
val c : int r5 = x + b
in c
end
val a : int r1 = 3
val b : int r2 = 4
val c : t1 = {a = a, b = b}
val d : t3 = {b = b}
val e : int r4 = 343
val h : t5 = if test then
inj(1,c)^t5
else
inj(2,d)^t5
in apply(h,e)
end
(a) An annotation with heap-allocated closures.
let
type t1 = {a : int r1, b : int r2} o
type t2 = {b : int r2} o
type t3 = (t1 +r3 t2) o
fun apply(h : t3, x : int r4) : int r5 =
case h of
r : t1 =>
let val a : int r1 = #a(r) (no-op)
val b : int r2 = #b(r) (no-op)
val c : int r6 = a * b
val d : int r5 = x + c
in d
end
r : t2 =>
let val b : int r2 = #b(r) (no-op)
val c : int r5 = x + b
in c
end
val a : int r1 = 3
val b : int r2 = 4
val c : t1 = {a = a, b = b} (no-op)
val d : t2 = {b = b} (no-op)
val e : int r4 = 343
val h : t3 = if test then
inj(1,c)^t3
else
inj(2,d)^t3
in apply(h,e)
end
(b) An annotation in which the closures are repre-
sented in the register ¯le.
Figure 2: Two annotations of a defunctionalized version of the function in ¯gure 1.
It expects its function-dispatch tag in r3. The location(s)
of the injected environment depend on the value of the tag.
It ¯nds its second argument in r4, it kills registers r5 and
r6 and it returns its result in r5.
The expressions that give rise to no run-time operation
are marked (no-op) on the right. It is worth noting that
the operations that are avoided are all relatively expensive
o®-chip instructions.
A judicious choice of storage annotations can often give
rise to a substantial reduction in the number of instructions
to be executed. The monomorphic swap function in Fig. 3
is exhibited in two compiled forms in Fig. 4. With the an-
notation in Fig. 4 (b), the entire swap function is a no-op.
let fun swap(x : int, y : bool) = (y,x)
in
swap(343,false)
end
Figure 3: The Swap function at int £ bool.
2.2 Non-tail Calls and the Call Stack
The code in ¯gures 2 and 4 contain annotations of tail-
recursive function calls. Fig. 5 exhibits an annotation of a
non-tail recursive function; factorial. The function has type
({} o X int r1) ->{r2,r3} int r2 which indicates that
the function accepts an argument n in r1, kills registers r2
and r3 and returns a result in r2. Register r3 is used as
a temporary to hold the value n - 1. Since the value of
n is needed on both sides of the recursive call, register r1
must be saved on the stack before the call and restored after
the function returns. Some care must be taken, however,
because in order to make the recursive call, the value in
register r3 must be moved into the argument register r1 so
the order of these operations is important.
3. TYPE SYSTEM
In this section we present the unannotated language and
the annotated language.
3.1 The Unannotated Language
The abstract syntax of unannotated types ut, function
types uft, declarations ud, expressions ue and programs up
for the unannotated language is presented in Fig. 6 (a).
The syntax of expressions has the property that the val-
ues of computations are all named. This is a practice of
long standing in compiling technology. Recent syntactic
speci¯cations of this property have been called A-normal
form [11], or named form [16]. We will refer to it as a
nominal form. The grammar for expressions provides both
tail-recursive function calls: apply(x;x), and non-tail calls:
let x = applyi(x;x) in ue. Since the program has been de-
functionalized, all function de¯nitions have been lifted to
the top-level.
The type system is quite standard and the typing rules
are omitted.
3.2 The Annotated Language
The abstract syntax of annotations a, annotated types ¿,let type t1 = {1 : int H, 2 : bool H} r1
type t2 = {1 : bool H, 2 : int H} r2
fun apply(swap : {} o, z : t1) : t2 =
let val a : int r3 = #1(z)
val b : bool r4 = #2(z)
val c : t2 = {1 = b, 2 = a}
in c
end
val a : int r5 = 343
val b : bool r6 = false
val c : t1 = {1 = a, 2 = b}
val swap : {} o = {}
in
apply(swap,c)
end
(a) Swap with heap-allocated closures.
apply has type ({} o X t1) ->{r2,r3,r4} t2.
let type t1 = {1 : int r1, 2 : bool r2} o
type t2 = {1 : bool r2, 2 : int r1} o
fun apply(swap : {} o, z : t1) : t2 =
let val a : int r1 = #1(z) (no-op)
val b : bool r2 = #2(z) (no-op)
val c : t2 = {1 = b, 2 = a} (no-op)
in c
end
val a : int r1 = 343
val b : bool r2 = false
val c : t1 = {1 = a, 2 = b} (no-op)
val swap : {} o = {}
in
apply(swap,c)
end
(b) Swap with °attened records. Swap is a no-op.
apply has type ({} o X t1) ->{} t2.
Figure 4: Two annotations of a defunctionalized version of the the swap function (¯gure 3).
ut ::= unit j int j ut £ ut j ut + ut
uft ::= ut £ ut ! ut
ud ::= c j op(x;x) j (x;x) j ¼i(x) j inj(i;x)ut
ue ::= x
j applyi(x;x)
j if x ue ue
j case x of x ) ue j x ) ue
j let x = ud in ue
j let x = applyi(x;x) in ue
up ::= (applyi(xut;xut) = ueut)¤ in ue
r 2 Reg = fr0;r1;:::g
a ::= r j H j ²
A = fa;:::g
¿ ::= t a
t ::= unit j int j ¿ £ ¿ j ¿ +a ¿
ft ::= ¿ £ ¿ ¡ A ¡ ! ¿
z ::= xa
d ::= c j move(a;z) j op(z;z)
j (z;z) j ¼i(z) j inj(i;z)¿ where I ¿.
e ::= z
j applyi(z;z)
j if z e e
j case x¿ of z ) e j z ) e
j let z = d in e
j letcallA z = applyi(move(a;z);move(a;z)) in e
p ::= (applyi(x¿;x¿) = e)¤ in e
(a) A Typed but Unannotated Language. (b) A Typed Language with Storage Annotations.
Figure 6: Abstract syntax of types and terms for two languages.
annotated function types ft, declarations d, expressions e
and programs p for the annotated language is presented in
Fig. 6 (b). The symbol Reg denotes a set of register names.
The annotation H indicates that a value is to be stored in the
heap. The annotation ² indicates that a record or variant is
not to be allocated in the heap; instead its components will
be in-lined in the register ¯le. When associated with the
value unit, the ² annotation means that the value simply
isn't represented at all.
3.2.1 Well-formed Types
The type system depends on two basic well-formedness
properties of types. These properties are axiomatized in
Fig. 7. We will sometimes write WFat(¿) for ¿ such that
I ¿ and similarly for WFht(¿) and . ¿.
The rule I ¿ ensures that the root of a value is stored in
the register ¯le. If it were not rooted in the register ¯le, it
would be inaccessible. Subtrees can be stored in the heap
but they must be completely stored in the heap.
Well-formed types obey some properties that are required
in the proof of the soundness theorem. Let the predicate
Reg(a) mean that a = ri for some i 2 I.
Lemma 3.1. 1. If WFat(t a) and WFat(t a
0) then either
Reg(a) and Reg(a
0) or a = a
0 = ².
2. If WFat(t r) then WFht(t H).
3.2.2 Annotation of Variable Occurrences
All occurrences of variables include storage annotations.
The move(a;x
a0
) operation moves a value from location a
0
to location a. In practice, a and a
0 will usually be registers.
It is possible that a = a
0. In this case, we assume that
a copy-propagation elimination post-pass will remove these
useless instructions.
The most complicated form in the annotated language is
the letcall form:
letcallA z = applyi (move(a;z);move(a;z)) in e
This form supports recursive function calls that may not belet
fun apply(fact : {} o, n : int r1) : int r2 =
let val a : int r2 = 1
in if n then a
else
let val b : int r3 = n - a
in letcall{r1} val c:int r2 =
apply(fact, move(r1,b^r3))
in
let val d : int r2 = c * n
in d
end
end
end
end
val e : int r1 = 6
val fact : {} o = {}
in
apply(fact,e)
end
Figure 5: A recursive function that isn't tail-
recursive.
tail-recursive. It will be explained in the discussion of the
typing rules below.
3.3 Typing Rules
The typing rules for our system are de¯ned in Fig. 8.
There are four forms of judgments:
E ` z : ¿
E ` d : ¿ ! A
E ` e : ¿ ! A
` p : ¿ ! A
The ¯rst three forms include a type environment E map-
ping variables to (well-formed) annotated types, and func-
tion names to function types. The latter three judgment
forms include an e®ect set A. In a derivable judgment, A
will conservatively approximate the set of registers written-
to in the evaluation of the declaration, expression or pro-
gram (resp.) component of the judgment.
The Var and Const rules are fairly standard for e®ect
systems. The former has no e®ect and the latter records a
load into register r. The Move rule ¯rst ¯nds an annotated
type t a
0 for z in E. If t a is well-formed, then the move is
recorded and note that if a = a
0 then there is no e®ect.
The £-Intro rule computes the type and e®ect of allocat-
ing a pair. Note that the annotation a
0
i is not required to
be the same as ai. When a = r two register-to-heap store
instructions must be executed. These store instructions are
implicit in this rule. The condition a
0
i 2 fai;Hg precludes
register to register moves when a = ².
Note that a component of a tuple may not have a well-
formed type but that an (implicit) coercion can restore well-
formedness. For example, if E(x) = (int H £ int H) r1 which
is well-formed, then ¼2(x
r1) has type int H which is not well-
formed. But the expression
let y
r2 = ¼2 (x
r1) in y
r2
has type int r2 and well-formedness is restored.
The Let and Letcall rules make use of an approximation
of the liveness properties of the values that arise in the eval-
uation of their bodies. Our notion of liveness is closely tied
to our well-formedness requirement for types. We de¯ne
Live : ¿ ! A, for WFat(¿) as follows:
Live(int r) = frg
Live(unit ²) = ?
Live((¿1 £ ¿2) r) = frg
Live((¿1 £ ¿2) ²) = Live(¿1) [ Live(¿2)
Live((¿1 +
H ¿2) r) = frg
Live((¿1 +
r ¿2) ²) = frg [ Live(¿1) [ Live(¿2)
Liveness is extended to E and e as follows:
Live(E;e) = fa 2 Live(E(x)) x 2 fvs(e)g
In the Let rule, the registers that may be killed in evalu-
ating the declaration must be disjoint from the live registers
of the body.
The subscript A in the Letcall expressions denotes a set
of annotations | the caller save set. Operationally, the
values of the registers in this set will be saved on the stack
before the function is applied and they will be restored after
the function returns. The save operation will take place
before the move operations that load the arguments for the
function call. The net e®ect of calling the function is the set
of registers killed by the called function, A0, together with
the possible loads of the argument registers A1 [ A2. Some
of these registers may have been saved (i.e., in A) and will
be restored, thus they can be elements of the live variable
set of the body. The condition A \ Live(t a) = ? ensures
that register(s) containing part of the result of the function
call won't be over-written by the (implicit) restore.
4. INFERRING STORAGE ANNOTATIONS
In this section we present our algorithm for inferring stor-
age annotations.
4.1 Translation and Constraint Generation
The algorithm is presented in Figures 9 and 10. The algo-
rithm accepts a type scheme environment E and a typed but
unannotated expression ue and returns a 4-tuple (e;¾;q;C)
where e is a typed expression with annotation variables, ¾ is
an annotated type scheme, q is a set expression and C is a
set of set constraints. Intuitively, we will look for a solution
S to the set of constraints C. Applying this substitution to
ue, ¾ and q will produce an annotated expression e, an an-
notated type ¿ and an e®ect set A that are guaranteed to be
well-typed according to the type system de¯ned in Sect. 3.
Let AVar = f®1;®2;:::g be a set of annotation variables.
The set of annotated type schemes is the set of annotated
types with all annotations a replaced by annotation variables
®. Formally, ¾ and s (corresponding, respectively, to ¿ and
t) are de¯ned as:
¾ ::= s ®
s ::= unit j int j ¾ £ ¾ j ¾ +
® ¾
In the remainder of this paper we will redeploy the symbols
d, e and p for declarations, expressions and programs (resp.)
that are decorated with annotation variables rather than
real annotations. In the preceding sections, these symbols
were reserved for forms with real annotations.I unit ² I int r
. ¿1; . ¿2
I (¿1 £ ¿2) r
. ¿1; . ¿2
I (¿1 +H ¿2) r
I ¿1; I ¿2
I (¿1 £ ¿2) ²
I ¿1; I ¿2
I (¿1 +r ¿2) ²
. unit H . int H
. ¿1; . ¿2
. (¿1 £ ¿2) H
. ¿1; . ¿2
. (¿1 +H ¿2) H
WFat(¿) WFht(¿)
Figure 7: Well-formed Annotated Types and Well-formed Heap Types.
We shall also introduce variables Av that range over sets
of annotations. It will be convenient to further partition
such variables into Avs (for letcall) and Avf (for functions).
An annotated function type scheme takes the form ¾ £ ¾¡
Avf ¡ ¡ !
¾.
The annotation algorithm can generate eleven di®erent
types of set constraints. Some of these involve set expres-
sions q of the following form:
q ::= Avf j ? j f®g j q [ q j q ¡ Avs j q ¡ f®g
A set constraint c is then de¯ned as follows:
c ::= Reg(®) j ®i = H j ®i = ² j ®i = ®j
j q µ Avf j ® 62 q j ® 62 Avs j ®i 6= ®j
j ® 2 q ) ® 2 Avs j ® 6= ² ) C j ® = ² ) C
The ¯rst ¯ve of these are straightforward. The next three
involve negation; note that conventional graph color regis-
ter allocation is expressed in terms of simple inequality con-
straints. The last three are conditional constraints. The ¯rst
of these, ® 2 q ) ® 2 Avs is generated to ensure proper in-
°ation of the caller-save set for a non-tail-recursive function
call. The latter two are generated to enforce consistency in
the case of °attening.
The annotation algorithm makes use of a number of helper
functions that are de¯ned in Fig. 11 of the Appendix. The
function Annotate decorates an unannotated term with an-
notation variables. The function Live computes the set of
annotation variables appearing in a type scheme (exclud-
ing those that are associated with unit). This function is
extended to environments in the usual way:
Live(E;e) = f® 2 Live(E(x)) x 2 fvs(e)g
The algorithm will make use of functions UnfoldWFat
and UnfoldWFht to generate sets of constraints that are
su±cient to ensure that any substitution satisfying the con-
straints will guarantee the well-formedness of the annotated
type obtained from the application of the substitution to
the type scheme. The function Decompose accepts two
type schemes and generates a set of constraints that ensures
equality of the annotated types arising from application of
the substitution to the type schemes.
A type scheme environment E maps variables to annotated
type schemes and function names to annotated function type
schemes.
The inference algorithm A has functionality:
A(E;ud) = (d;¾;q;C)
A(E;ue) = (e;¾;q;C)
A(up) = (p;¾;q;C)
The algorithm is presented in Figures 9 and 10.
4.2 Substitutions
A substitution S maps annotation variable ® to annota-
tion a and annotation set variables Av to a set of annota-
tions A. Application of substitutions is extended to other
constructs in the obvious way; for instance the result of ap-
plying a substitution to an annotated type scheme is an
annotated type:
S(s ®) = S(s) S(®)
S(unit) = unit
S(int) = int
S(¾1 £ ¾2) = S(¾1) £ S(¾2)
S(¾1 +
® ¾2) = S(¾1) +
S(®) S(¾2)
S(¾1 £ ¾2 ¡
Avf ¡ ¡ ! ¾3) = S(¾1) £ S(¾2) ¡
S(Avf) ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ! S(¾3)
Likewise, the result of applying a substitution to a set ex-
pression is a set of annotations:
S(Avf) = S(Avf)
S(?) = ;
S(f®g) = fS(®)g
S(q1 [ q2) = S(q1) [ S(q2)
S(q ¡ Avs) = S(q) ¡ S(Avs)
S(q ¡ f®g) = S(q) ¡ S(f®g)
Note that the set operations on the right-hand side are se-
mantic operations.
We write S j= c if S satis¯es c (de¯ned in the obvious
way), and write S j= C if S j= c for all c 2 C.
The following basic properties of substitutions are used in
the proof of the soundness theorem.
Lemma 4.1. 1. If WFat(S(¾)) then
Live(S(¾)) = fa 2 S(Live(¾)) Reg(a)g:
2. If S j= Decompose(¾1;¾2) then S(¾1) = S(¾2).
3. If S j= UnfoldWFat(¾) then WFat(S(¾)).
4. If S j= UnfoldWFht(¾) then WFht(S(¾)).4.3 Correctness
Theorem 4.2 (Soundness). Let E be an annotated type
scheme environment. Let ud, ue and up be unannotated
declarations, expressions and programs (resp.) such that
fvs(ud) µ Dom(E) and fvs(ue) µ Dom(E). Let S be a sub-
stitution.
1. If A(E;ud) = (d;¾;q;C), S j= C and WFat(S(E)) then
S(E) ` S(d) : S(¾) ! S(q):
2. If A(E;ue) = (e;¾;q;C), S j= C and WFat(S(E)) then
S(E) ` S(e) : S(¾) ! S(q):
3. If A(up) = (p;¾;q;C) where S j= C then
` S(p) : S(¾) ! S(q):
Proof. The proof, which for (2) uses induction in ue, is by
a case analysis in the de¯nition of A. None of the cases
presents any conceptual di±culties; Lemma 4.1 is heavily
used.
4.4 Constraint Satisfaction
We conjecture that if A(up) = (p;¾;q;C) then it will al-
ways be possible to ¯nd an S such that S j= C. Essentially,
this can be done (albeit sub-optimally) by (i) not doing any
°attening; and (ii) whenever possible, mapping the ® to dif-
ferent registers. We have a proof of this claim for a slightly
altered system but we have not pushed the proof through
for the current system. Actually, what could cause trouble
is
² that we don't put a move instruction around a function
call;
² that we don't allow the possibility of moving the argu-
ments to a tail-recursive function call.
5. RELATED WORK
The literature on e±cient representations of functions in
higher-order programming languages is extensive [12, 4, 3,
19, 22, 21, 9].
Our work is most closely related to, and was partially in-
spired by, the work of Johan Agat [2, 1]. Agat develops a
typed ¸-calculus, ¸R, which is an e®ect-based system that
tracks liveness properties and supports inter-procedural al-
location of virtual registers. The ¸R system can also track
allocation of records in the register ¯le. It provides more
°exibility in allowing higher-order functions to accept func-
tion arguments that expect arguments in di®erent registers
(what Agat calls register polymorphism). This is achieved
by the insertion of wrapper functions. The move instruction
in our system implements a kind of shallow subtyping that
forces argument functions to expect their arguments in the
same registers.
Although the system presented here has the same general
goal as Agat's (type-safe, inter-procedural register alloca-
tion), there are important di®erences. We consider the prob-
lem in the context of a particular position in the back-end of
a type-directed compiler | immediately after typed defunc-
tionalization. In this setting all higher-order functions have
been eliminated so we are able to formalize the system as a
¯rst-order system augmented with products and sums. As
a consequence, we believe that our system is somewhat sim-
pler. For example, our semantic soundness result is proved
with respect to a single abstract machine semantics. The
soundness result presented in [1] involves three semantics: a
standard semantics (Std-semantics), a store semantics (SR-
semantics) and an agreement semantics (A-semantics).
The work presented here also di®ers from Agat's in that
it develops an algorithm for inserting annotations and move
instructions. The type system of ¸R can determine when
load and move instructions have been safely inserted, but it
did not attempt to show how or where to insert them.
Our work also has close parallels with typed assembly lan-
guage [17]. We do not present a complete compiler and prove
its type safety. Instead we present only a type system and
the annotation phase of a compiler. Well-typedness in our
type system guarantees that live registers will not be over-
written. Although the compiler presented in [17] generates
safe code that does not over-write live registers, the type
system of TAL allows one to over-write a live register as
long as the new value is of the same type as the old one.
Boquist [7] developed an inter-procedural register alloca-
tion algorithm for a lazy functional language. His algorithm
introduced a technique to optimize the placement of regis-
ter save and restore instructions and extended Chaitin-style
graph coloring with inter-procedural coalescing and a re-
stricted form of live range splitting.
6. CONCLUSION
We have presented an annotated type system that sup-
ports inter-procedural allocation of virtual registers and sup-
ports °attening of tuples and variants. We have also pre-
sented an algorithm for inserting annotations and whatever
move instructions are required to preserve type safety. This
work contributes to our over-arching goal of producing an
e±cient compiler for an ML-like language that is certi¯ably
type-safe.
Since our framework relegates the essential allocation de-
cisions to the constraint solver, the most urgent task for fu-
ture work is to implement such, and conduct experiments so
as to discover heuristics for producing quality code. In par-
ticular, a crucial choice is when to °atten a representation
(i.e., assigning ²s). Empirical evidence suggests that argu-
ments to functions should be °attened. However, if there
are many arguments, then the called function will exert a
good deal of register pressure. Loop-nesting depth informa-
tion may be a good guide. Also, even though constraint
generation is modular, it remains to be seen whether also
constraint solving can be done in a modular way, or whether
we would need the whole program to be present.
There are many other important issues that remain to
be addressed. Allowing a callee-save protocol would be an
improvement. The problem of mapping from virtual regis-
ters to physical registers will require more work. Spilling is
problematic because the analysis on the pre-spilled term will
not be sound for the transformed program that contains the
spill code. It is possible that the e®ects of the spill code can
be restricted by using the letcall construct to save spilled
registers on the stack.
Even though it is common for compilers of higher-order
languages to defunctionalize, one could ask whether the tech-
niques can be used directly in a higher-order setting. Actu-ally, we aimed for that originally, but met substantial di±-
culties we couldn't see how to overcome.
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Figure 8: Typing rules for the annotated language.A(E;c) = (c;int ®;f®g;fReg(®)g) where ® is fresh
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Figure 10: Annotation Algorithm (Part 2).Annotate : ut ! ¾
Annotate(unit) = unit ® ® fresh
Annotate(int) = int ® ® fresh
Annotate(ue1 £ ue2) = (Annotate(ue1) £ Annotate(ue2)) ® ® fresh
Annotate(ue1 + ue2) = (Annotate(ue1) +®1 Annotate(ue2)) ®2 ®1;®2 fresh
Live : ¾ ! A
Live(int ®) = f®g
Live(unit ®) = ?
Live((¾1 £ ¾2) ®) = f®g [ Live(¾1) [ Live(¾2)
Live((¾1 +®0
¾2) ®) = f®;®0g [ Live(¾1) [ Live(¾2)
UnfoldWFat : ¾ ! C
UnfoldWFat(int ®) = fReg(®)g
UnfoldWFat(unit ®) = f® = ²g
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UnfoldWFht(int ®) = f® = Hg
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UnfoldWFht((¾1 £ ¾2) ®) = f® = Hg [ UnfoldWFht(¾1) [ UnfoldWFht(¾2)
UnfoldWFht((¾1 +®0
¾2) ®) = f® = H;®0 = Hg [ UnfoldWFht(¾1) [ UnfoldWFht(¾2)
Decompose : ¾ £ ¾ ! C
Decompose(int ®;int ®0) = f® = ®0g
Decompose(unit ®;unit ®0) = f® = ®0g
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1 +®0
0 ¾0
2) ®0) = f® = ®0;®0 = ®0
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1) [ Decompose(¾2;¾0
2)
Figure 11: Auxilliary Functions.